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Listening to the sensual sounds of this mastered vocalist/songwriter/producer's hypnotic voice conjures

up images of a hip hop/R&B sound for a new era as you FEEL HIM DEEP. 17 MP3 Songs URBAN/R&B:

R&B Pop Crossover, HIP HOP/RAP: Hip Hop Details: Get $0.99 downloads at indietunes.com/mrlorenzo

Check out Mr. Lorenzo gear on CafePress.com/mrlorenzo Mr. Lorenzo Look Out World Far from ordinary!

It is a pleasure to introduce to you an exceptionally talented male vocalist/songwriter and music producer.

Mr. Lorenzo blends heavy tenor tones with an angelic soprano riff that rivals artists such as the great

Philip Bailey. From the outlands of Chicago, passing through the Tennessee channel, and back up from

the streets of A-Town,getting dirty, now residing in Las Vegas,this MAC has seen it all,and been through

alot. With his eclectic culture,and extraordinary range, ZO has got multi styles on lock! There's nothing ZO

can't do!The first song ZO freestyled in the studio was played on WGCI 1075,by Elroy Smith, the #1

station in the country at that time. From there it's only gotten better. Finishing an album was no problem.

ZO's awesome in-depth writing ability, phenomenal vocal skills, trifected with his producing capabilities is

second nature. Before the album was completed, ZO was already recognized in the music industry,and

performing w/groups such as Public Announcement, David Hollister(from BLACKSTREET), ROLLS

ROYCE, Alexander Oneal, Michael Henderson, SNOOP DOG, Brian McNight,and the list goes on...

Origin of gift has to be GOD(heaven sent), and the perfection of talent was developed in the church.

Deeply rooted, humbly grounded, down to earth. ZO is a cool mac hustler never to forget where he's

come from, and never deviated on where he's going. A man with a plan can never fail, and always

projects positivity to others. ZO has an uplifting presence that makes you feel like you can achieve all of

your needs, greeds, desires, and get started on your dreams... anything is possible to be manifested, just

believe in ZO! It is only the beginning!!! Kisses to my ladies  Pounds to my dogs.... Mr.LorenZo
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